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Ⅰ. Introduction
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The cyberspace in the 4th industrial revolution era
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will evolve into a hyper-connection, super-

intelligence, and super-convergence space that is

connected various objects & equipment and national

critical infrastructures to a single network. On the

other hand, due to the numerous systems connected

to the evolving cyberspace, new vulnerabilities are

increasing exponentially and are easily exposed to
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<Abstract>

The In the 4th industrial revolution, cyber space will evolve into hyper-connectivity,
super-convergence, and super-intelligence due to the development of advanced information
and communication technologies, which will connect the nation's core infrastructure into a
single network. As applying the 4th industrial revolution technology to the cyber attack
technique, it is evolving in an intelligent and sophisticate method. In order to response
intelligent cyber attacks, it is difficult to guarantee self-defense in cyberspace by
policy-oriented, preplanned-centric and hierarchical cyber response strategies. Therefore, this
research aims to propose a situation-flexible & action-oriented cyber response mechanism
that can respond flexibly by selecting the most optimal smart security solution according to
changes in the cyber attack steps. The proposed cyber response mechanism operates the
smart security solutions according to the action-oriented detailed strategies. In addition,
artificial intelligence-based decision-making systems are used to select the smart security
technology with the best responsiveness.
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cyber attacks. And, it is emerging as an important

security domain because the national critical

infrastructure is controlled by a control system

applied the 4th industrial revolution technology

including AI. The cyber attacks are changing to an

intelligent cyber attack in the 4th industrial

revolution era. Cyber attack technology using

artificial intelligence algorithms can have an

intelligent cyber attack function that enables

self-learning and decision attack paths and

autonomous selection[1].

Advanced countries are aggressively revising or

strengthening their national cyber security strategy

offensively, judging that intelligent cyber attacks are

the biggest threat among various security threats in

the 4th industrial revolution era. In order to

effectively respond to the intelligent and

sophisticate cyber attacks, it is necessary to

implement a situation-flexible and action-oriented

cyber response mechanism utilizing smart cyber

security technology.

In this research, we design a situation-flexible

and action-oriented cyber response mechanism and

propose an action-oriented detailed strategy based

on smart cyber security technology according to

changes of the cyber attack step. In this paper, we

will explain evolution of cyberspace and cyber

attack & defense technology in section 2, and

describe the detailed cyber response strategies in

section 3. Lastly, we explain the proposed cyber

response mechanism in section 4, and describe how

to apply the proposed mechanism to defense the

APT attack And we conclude in section 5.

Ⅱ. Evolution of cyberspace, cyber 
attack and defense technology

The 4th industrial revolutionary technology is

evolving at a rapid pace that has never been

experienced before, causing disruptive technological

innovations in all industries and changing the

function of the system to a new concept. In

particular, advanced information and

communication technologies based on computers

and the Internet fuse real world into cyberspace

through various technologies such as 5G, mobile,

IoT(Internet of Things), cloud computing, big data,

artificial intelligence, virtual reality and augmented

reality, 3D printing, robots, and drones, etc. A

typical example is a cyber-physical system that is

an automated and intelligent system in which all

objects are connected to the IoT and communicate

in real time so that the cyber space and the

physical space interact with each other[1-3].

AI(Artificial Intelligence), which is the core

technology of the 4th industrial revolution technology,

is applied to cyber attack and defense technology

through various AI algorithms. Cyber attack

technology has a multi-level and randomly

unpredictable attack pattern according to the changes

of the cyberspace environment and the target system.

The cyber defense technology has a situation-aware

security algorithm that analyzes and learns the path

and target step by step in the cyber attack to prevent

it from intruding the final attack target[3].

2.1 Evolution of cyberspace

Cyberspace will be a hyper-connected, super-
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convergent, and super-intelligent space that

connects all things in the world by combining

advanced ICT such as AI and IoT with highly

developed science and technology. In other words,

the boundaries will disappear in all areas such as

the physical, biological, and virtual worlds, creating

a new space that is different from the composition

and function of the previous cyberspace.

Cyberspace in the future will have the following

characteristics[2, 3].

First, all objects, systems, and humans will be

connected to each other in real time to transmit

data or information, and it will be a

hyper-connected space that is not limited by

distance and time. In the 4th industrial revolution

era, the development of advanced ICT enables

hyper-logical connection, so data will be transmitted

in real time without time delay. In other words, the

concept of physical distance will disappear, creating

simultaneity as if everyone is sharing the same

information at the same time, and in the same

place.

Second, the boundary between cyberspace and

physical space will be broken and fused in real

time, it will become a super-convergent space

interlocked as if working together in the same

space. Assets in cyberspace are virtually created

cyber assets and physical assets that are connected

and controlled by a control communication

network. And, humans in cyberspace include

accounts that computers can recognize, cyber robots

that are programmed to perform a given task, and

people as physical beings affected by cyber humans

in cyberspace. It is the cyber physics system that

enables all these humans and objects to

communicate with each other in real time in the

same space.

Finally, it will be a super-intelligent space that

analyzes the situation and solves problems on its

own with technologies such as big data and

artificial intelligence based on huge data generated

from various objects, systems, and networks.

Intelligent services can be provided by finding

certain patterns and knowledge hidden in huge

data. Previously, most of the system components

were controlled by humans or controlled by another

control system, but the super-intelligent cyberspace

has many smart systems that they are possible to

select an operation method suitable for the situation

and to analyze and autonomously handle the

problem when problem is occurring.

2.2 Evolution of cyber attack and cyber 

defense technology

Among the 4th industrial revolution technologies,

AI is the most effective technology for cyber attack

and defense technology. AI is capable of learning,

analyzing, judging, and predicting functions, so it

can analyze and predict cyberspace situations,

analyze and judge cyber attack and defense

procedures, and predict paths of attack and defense.

In terms of cyber attacks, AI predicts changes in the

cyberspace environment, finds the weakest points,

and sets the cyber attack path. In terms of cyber

defense, AI recognizes the progress of cyber attacks

and learns cyber attack techniques and respond to

the optimal cyber security technology[3].

Cyber attack technology is evolving into a

pattern of intelligent cyber attack applied with the
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4th industrial revolution technology, such as a

target-centric attack method that selects only a

specific user of software and executes the infected

malicious code, and a method that evades and

attacks a security system. Cyber attack technology is

evolving into autonomous malware that collects and

analyzes the information of cyberspace and the

target system's specification, and establishes a cyber

attack procedure to conduct attacks without external

control by using various algorithms of AI. And, it

is advancing into a pattern of malicious code

capable of adapting to the ever-changing cyberspace

environment and self-evolving and mutating so as

not to be detected by security systems or programs

installed in the target system. Zero-day attacks

targeting only new security vulnerabilities in

devices that utilize the 4th industrial revolution

technologies such as intelligent CCTV, AI speakers,

and IoT-combined systems are increasing. Recently,

a cyber attack technique has been developed that

attempts to illegally access a network and leak data

after planting malicious code in a drone and flying

the target system area[4-6].

The existing cyber security technology was able

to find and patch system vulnerabilities one by one

or respond only to known cyber attack methods.

Therefore, the ability to defend against internal

threats or newly generated cyber attacks is

insufficient. In other words, without knowing who,

when, how, and where cyber attacks will occur,

security managers were passively defending against

cyber attacks. Since existing cyber security solutions

are not possible to defend against intelligent cyber

attacks using AI algorithms, active and intelligent

cyber security solutions using AI algorithms have

also been developed for cyber defense

technologies[7, 8].

In the 4th industrial revolution era, the aspect of

cyber security technology is building an active

integrated cyber response management structure

capable of responding to intelligent cyber attacks in

real time in order to realize the safety, reliability,

and rapid resilience of hyper-connected platforms

based on IoT and 5G. Vulnerability analysis tools to

secure system safety are developing into intelligent

vulnerability analysis technology that automatically

detects and analyzes security vulnerabilities

occurring in the system, and automatically

generates security patches. The cyber self-mutation

technology currently being developed by ETRI [9] is

a technology that prevents cyber attacks through

periodic modification of the system's network

address, software, and data. In other words, even if

the target network address is stolen, it is a

technology that protects the target because the

network address has already been changed to

another address when attempting to attack with

that address. The intrusion detection system is able

to collect normal network packets and various

abnormal network packets by applying AI to the

packet collection tool[7]. And, by applying various

machine learning algorithms, it is possible to

determine whether packets are generated in real

time based on the learned knowledge. The recently

developed detection technology utilizes

non-supervised learning-based machine learning

techniques, such as the human immune system, to

learn normal behavior through the data flow of all

systems and to judge abnormal behavior that

deviates from it. The intelligent enterprise security
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management system can collect and analyze various

data generated from security systems by using big

data on a platform. In addition, it can be applied to

security control by intensively analyzing high-risk

events through machine learning-based supervised

and unsupervised learning.

Ⅲ. The detailed strategies for a 
situation-flexible and action- 
oriented cyber response mechanism

As explained in Chapter 2 above, it is difficult to

defend with current security solutions, because

cyberspace becomes more complex and cyber

attacks become intelligent due to the 4th industrial

revolution technology. So, it is necessary to propose

the cyber response mechanism based on smart

security solutions.

3.1 Requirements for a situation-flexible and 

action-oriented cyber response 

mechanism

The following describes the requirements for

establishing a situation-flexible and action-oriented

cyber response mechanism that can effectively

respond to intelligent cyber attacks[1, 2, 10].

First, a policy-oriented cyber response strategy is

excluded. In the era of rapid development of ICT and

science technology, the policy-oriented strategy is not

appropriate because cyber attack methods and

technologies are radically changing. In particular,

cyber response strategies not based on cyber security

technology(system) cannot be applied in practice.

Second, the preplanned-centric cyber response

strategy is excluded. As the cyber attack technique

is sophisticate & intelligent and the attack method

or path cannot be predicted, it is difficult to defend

the cyber attack according to the preplanned

response procedure. In particular, scenario-based

responses are not appropriate when a cyber attack

agent upgrades or changes itself during a long-term

attack.

Third, it should be a situation-based response

switch strategy that can apply cyber security

technology in accordance with the changes of

cyberspace environment and cyber attack step. As

mentioned above, the progress of cyber attacks are

not sequential as before, but cyber attacks are

changed according to the target system and

cyberspace environment. Therefore, it is necessary

to autonomously select and apply the security

technology(systems and programs) that can defend

the cyber attack as much as possible.

Finally, the cyber response mechanism should

operate on action-oriented detailed strategies. Just

as military strategies are established in conjunction

with operations, tactics, and maneuvering, cyber

response mechanism must be practically

implemented in connection with cyber security

technology. In other words, cyber security

technology must be selected and deployed

according to the action-oriented detailed response

strategy, and it must have the ability to respond to

cyber attack. To do this, it needs to install the best

cyber security system(program) and keep the

security functions up to date.
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3.2 Types of action-oriented detailed 

strategies

The action-oriented detailed strategies of

proposed mechanism were established by deriving

concepts applicable to cyber response mechanism

from the strategies, operation, and tactics used in

security / military strategy and cyber / information

warfare. The detailed response strategies of

proposed mechanism are as follows.

First, the most basic concept of the proposed

cyber response mechanism is 3F3D[11]. The concept

of 3F (First detection, First decision, and First

Action) is to detect attack indicators before cyber

attack occurs, decide firstly whether to act or not,

and then firstly take action. 3D (Deep watch, Deep

control, and Deep protection) is a concept that must

be able to monitor core assets, to control core

assets, and to protect core assets from intrusion. It

prevents cyber attacks proactively, actively detects

intrusions, and protects them from attacking as

much of the core assets as possible. To enable 3F3D

strategy, it is necessary to support smart security

solutions that can automatically identify and block

vulnerabilities, analyze incoming packets in real

time to determine intrusion, and intelligently block

attack progress.

Second, the core strategy of the proposed

mechanism is a proactive response switch strategy.

This is a strategy that proactively defends by

selecting or adapting the most suitable cyber

security solutions by modifying or switching

action-oriented detailed strategies that can respond

to sophisticate attack techniques when an intelligent

cyber attack proceeds according to changes of the

cyberspace and the target system environment.

Third, cyber kill switch is a strategy to shut

down the system as quickly and completely as

possible without keeping safety mechanisms in the

following major crisis situations. First case, there are

indicators of cyber attack, but the cyber attack is

not detected and the system continues to

malfunction or become paralyzed. The second case,

when the cyber attack has intruded in the depth,

but there is no defense. This strategy must be

carefully determined as it will damage the system

at the same time it is executed.

Lastly, these are action-oriented detailed

strategies for implementing the proposed cyber

response mechanism. The left of cyber maneuver is

a strategy that predicts the possibility of an attack

and the attack method by collecting and analyzing

abnormal indicators before a full-scale cyber attack

starts[12]. The perimeter exploitive maneuver is to

block cyber attacks from the point of entry from the

outside to the inside and find malicious code that

has already entered the inside. The coercive

response maneuver is to prevent cyber attacks that

could not be blocked from perimeter exploitive

maneuver from intruding to the depth by actively

blocking malicious packets and dynamically

changing the network configuration. The depth

defensive maneuver is to prevent account takeover

of core systems, leakage of confidential data, and

paralysis of core servers[13].

The following figure shows the composition of a

situation-flexible and action-oriented cyber response

mechanism.
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Ⅳ. A situation-flexible and 
action-oriented cyber response 
mechanism

The proposed cyber response mechanism is a

mechanism that selects action-oriented maneuvering

strategies according to the progress of intelligent and

sophisticated cyber attacks, and flexibly applies smart

security solutions to defend them. Intelligent cyber

attacks do not rely on sequential attack procedures

and use appropriate cyber attack techniques in

according to changes in the cyber-space and cyber

attack, so it is impossible to preemptively respond by

policy and preplanned-oriented cyber response

strategies. And, since intelligent cyber attacks are

carried out in an instant, it is impossible with existing

human-controlled cyber security solutions. Therefore,

it is necessary to make it possible to select an smart

security solution that can detect and block cyber

attack techniques that are applied to each attack step

without time delay by AI-based decision-making

systems. The following figure shows the model of a

situation-flexible and action-oriented cyber response

mechanism.

The framework of a situation-flexible and

action-oriented cyber response mechanism has the

following functions.

First, when smart security solutions warn to find

the indicators of an intelligent cyber attack, left of

cyber maneuver is selected in order not to intrude

inside through an AI based decision system. Then,

depending on the nature of the indicators of cyber

attacks, smart security solutions are selected to

prepare for defense or to change information of

internal systems.

Second, when a cyber attack intrudes to the

inside, it analyzes the cyber attack step, technique,

route, etc. using the data collected through the

previous security systems, and then applies the

most appropriate detailed strategies to operate the

smart security solution. For example, perimeter

exploitation maneuver or coercive response

maneuver is selected. At this time, not only one

detailed strategy is selected, but several strategies

may be selected according to the cyber attack step.

And, multiple smart security solutions can be

selected, and each security solution can expand the

<Figure 1> The composition of proposed cyber response mechanism

<Figure 2> The situation-flexible and action-oriented cyber 

response mechanism
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scope of monitoring and detection. As the cyber

attack progresses, it can either switch to a attack

technique that bypasses the security solution or

choose another attack technique due to information

changes of the internal system. In this case, based

on the data analysis results collected by the smart

security solution, it is necessary to select strategies

that can respond to the converted cyber attack

technique through the AI based decision-making

system.

Third, if there is a possibility that the cyber

attack may intrude the core system, select a depth

defense maneuver to operate the security systems

installed at the front line. Multiple detailed

strategies and security solutions can be selected

depending on the situation.

Lastly, if indicators of a cyber attack is detected,

but the intention and path of the cyber attack are

not identified, or if the cyber attack cannot be

defended with action-oriented detailed strategies

and security solutions, the target system is forcibly

terminated by using a cyber kill switch. At this

time, the damage may occur to the target system,

but it is less than the damage caused by the cyber

attack, so it is used as a last means as a final

action-oriented defense strategy.

Ⅴ. Example

An APT attack occurs, the mechanism to defend

each attack step by applying the proposed model is

as follows. The outline of APT attacks is shown in

the following table[14, 15].

The attack method used in each attack step of

the attack procedure is shown in the following

table.

<table 1> The Outline of APT

Title Contents

Type APT

Goal Data Leakage

Target Server

Procedure

- Pre-Reconnaissance
․ (R1| R2| R3| R4)
․ (R5| R6| R7)

- First Penetration
․ (P1 & P2) | (P5 & P2) | (P3 & P4)

- Concealment /Information Gathering /Hidden
Communication
․ (S1 | S2 | S3 | S4 | S5) & (G1 | G2 | G3 | G4

| G5) & ( (S1 | S2 | S3 | S4) & ( C1 | C2 ) )
- Privilege Escalation
․ (A1 | A2 | A3 | A4 | A5)

- Data Leakage

<table 2> The Attack Method in Each Attack Step

Step Contents

Reconnaissance

R1 : Port Scanning
R2 : Vulnerability Scanning
R3 : Service Scanning
R4 : Host Scanning
R5 : Search Engine
R6 : Crawler
R7 : Social Network

Penetration

P1 : Spear-phishing email with malicious link
P2 : Drive-by Download
P3 : Spear-phishing email with malicious

attachment
P4 : Malicious cod installation through

software vulnerability
P5 : Water Hole attack

Concealment &
Information
Gathering &

Hidden
Communication

S1 : Logic bomb
S2 : Rootkits
S3 : Binary packing
S4 : Polymorphic malware
S5 : Fileless malware
G1 : Port Scanning
G2 : Vulnerability Scanning
G3 : Service Scanning
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In the pre-reconnaissance step, R1 to R4 are

likely to be detected by security programs, so they

are not used much now. So, if R5 or R7 is used to

collect the target information, the proposed model

applies the left of cyber maneuver strategy and uses

the same method to monitor the collected words

and focused search targets. In the infiltration step, if

P1 and P2 are used to infect the target network or

system, a perimeter exploitation maneuver strategy

is applied to operate a vaccine program or a

security program that filters e-mails of unknown

origin intelligent monitoring system. In the

concealment & information gathering & hidden

communication step, all of the concealment,

information gathering, and hidden communication

must be successful. only one of them needs to be

blocked in order not to proceed to the next attack

step. If fileless malware that has been widely used

recently, is used, a coercive response maneuver

strategy is applied and a motion-based detection

tool in intelligent intrusion detection system is used

to detect it. If the attacker uses the key logging(A2)

method in the privilege escalation step, we have to

apply the depth defense manuever strategy to

prevent it with a security program capable of

real-time monitoring function exclusively for key

logging. Finally, if it is determined that there is a

possibility of information leakage without

preventing and blocking the attack in the APT

attack step, the cyber kill switch is activated to stop

all system operations.

The existing cyber attack response strategy

monitors and detects from the beginning to the end

of the cyber attack through an installed security

system(program). When several security

systems(programs) operate at the same time within

the internal network, the operating speed of the

internal system decreases or a collision between

security systems(programs) occurs. In order to

compensate for these shortcomings and to

preemptively defense intelligent cyber attacks from

invading to the depths, the security

system(program) is activated only when the cyber

attack step or internal network layer is defended,

and countermeasures are initiated, so it does not

affect the internal system normally.

Ⅵ. Conclusion

In the 4th industrial revolution era, cyberspace

will become a security domain that poses a great

threat to national and social security due to

sophisticated and intelligent cyber attacks. An

advanced cyber response mechanism is needed to

protect the key core infrastructure of the nation and

society from these intelligent cyber attacks. It is

difficult to preemptively block intelligent cyber

attacks with the existing policy and

G4 : Host Scanning
G5 : Directory Guess
G6 : Backdoor
G7 : C&C Communication (Using FTP, HTTP,

SMTP/POP3, etc)
C1 : Network Fast Flux
C2 : Encrypted Communication
C3 : Anonymous Communication
C4 : Covert Communication

Privilege
Escalation

A1 : Dictionary / Brute force attack
A2 : Key Logging
A3 : Screen Capture
A4 : Man-in-the Browser
A5 : Directory/File Search
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preplanned-oriented cyber response strategies. We

proposed a situation-flexible and action-oriented

cyber response mechanism that can actively respond

to the cyberspace and cyber attack situations. In

accordance with the proactive cyber response switch

strategy, the action-oriented detailed strategy was

selected according to the cyber attack situation and

the smart security solution was applied. Once

indicators of cyber attacks are detected or cyber

attacks are in progress, it selects action-oriented

detailed strategies that can most effectively respond

cyber attacks according to cyberspace and cyber

attack situations. Then, depending on the detailed

strategy, a smart security solution that can defend

the attack is activated.

The proposed cyber response mechanism has the

advantage of selecting the appropriate detailed

strategy and operating the smart security solutions

whenever a different cyber attack technique is used

or the cyberspace situation changes as the cyber

attack progresses.
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